CARTOON NETWORK GREENLIGHTS
SECOND SEASON OF EMMY-NOMINATED
GLOBAL HIT FRANCHISE THE POWERPUFF
GIRLS
Tuesday, July 19, 2016
Blossom, Bubbles and Buttercup to Make San Diego Comic-Con Debut, July 21-24
Cartoon Network has announced the renewal of the global phenomenon, The Powerpuﬀ Girls. The
series premiere in April won the night in all key demos and had over 81 million worldwide fans
experiencing it across multiple platforms, making it the largest international event in the history of the
network. The wildly successful Powerpuﬀ Yourself avatar maker has also given over 12 million fans of
all ages the ability to see themselves as a real Townsville superhero. The series also picked up its ﬁrst
Emmy nomination this year for “Outstanding Short Form Animated Program.”
The original arbiters of girl power join an expanding diverse portfolio of returning fan-favorites at
Cartoon Network that include Adventure Time, Steven Universe, The Amazing World of Gumball,
Clarence, Regular Show and the recently announced new Ben 10.
“The Powerpuﬀ Girls is on a momentous run with its ﬁrst Emmy nod, a debut appearance at one of the
biggest fan events of the year, and now a second season greenlight,” said Rob Sorcher, chief content
oﬃcer for Cartoon Network. “Congratulations to the Cartoon Network creative teams who have superpowered this property with the perfect amount of Chemical X to bring a hit show for a new generation
of fans.”
As previously announced, The Powerpuﬀ Girls will also make its inaugural appearance at San Diego
Comic-Con, July 21-24 with its ﬁrst-ever panel and an immersive Townsville-inspired booth. Convention
goers can step into the booth where they can print their personalized avatar on a t-shirt or tote bag
using the Powerpuﬀ Girls avatar maker.
The Powerpuﬀ Girls has touched the cultural zeitgeist with Moschino and Hot Topic fashion
collaborations in the United States and C&A Department Store and BIZUU globally; an international toy
partnership with Spin Master featuring a full range of products; and as a McDonald’s® Happy Meal®
promotion with six diﬀerent toy oﬀerings. As part of Cartoon Network’s overall commitment to STEAM
education, The Powerpuﬀ Girls continues to inspire children to learn to code with special episodes and
programs including Google’s Made With Code GIF: The Powerpuﬀ Girls and Scratch from the MIT Media
Lab.
The Powerpuﬀ Girls is produced by Cartoon Network Studios, with Nick Jennings (Adventure Time,
SpongeBob SquarePants) serving as executive producer and Bob Boyle (Clarence, Wow! Wow!
Wubbzy!) as co-executive producer. The voice cast includes: Amanda Leighton (Blossom), Kristen Li
(Bubbles) and Natalie Palamides (Buttercup).
One of Cartoon Network’s most enduring original series, the initial run of The Powerpuﬀ Girls, created
by Craig McCracken, premiered in 1998 and earned two Emmy® Awards along with ﬁve nominations
and countless animation honors throughout its 78 episodes. The series also spawned a feature ﬁlm with
Warner Bros. Pictures in 2002.

About Cartoon Network EMEA
Turner’s Cartoon Network is a universally appealing boy focused, girl inclusive channel driven by its
exciting slate of surprising comedy and adventure. The programming line-up explores the relatable
themes of humour, friendship, imagination, action and adventure. Cartoon Network targets boys and
girls aged 6-12 and aims to champion kids being themselves through its rich mix of entertaining and
globally successful content. The programming slate includes leading comedy animations The
Amazing World of Gumball, Adventure Time, Regular Show, Clarence, Steven Universe and Uncle
Grandpa and action-adventure shows, Ben 10 Omniverse and Teen Titans Go!
Since launching as a pan-European channel in 1993, Cartoon Network now has localised services
throughout Europe, the Middle East and Africa where it is available in 18 languages in more than 131
million homes across over 70 countries. Cartoon Network can also be experienced through its awardwinning website, as well as via games, video on demand, mobile and an array of licensing and
merchandising. Cartoon Network is a brand owned by Turner, a Time Warner company.
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